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Abstract

Spheroidal graphite is the defining microstructural feature

of ductile iron and also plays an important role in com-

pacted graphite iron. It is widely accepted that graphite

spheroids are engulfed by austenite at an early stage of

solidification after which their growth is impeded by the

slow diffusion of carbon through a layer of austenite. In

this work, a compacted graphite iron-containing spher-

oidal graphite was studied after interruption of its solidi-

fication by water quenching. Selected areas of a cross

section of the castings were investigated using quantitative

electron probe microanalysis, with emphasis on the dis-

tribution of carbon in austenite. The measured carbon

concentration near graphite was generally below the the-

oretical carbon concentration in austenite at equilibrium

with graphite at 1140 �C. Numerical simulations of diffu-

sion of carbon in austenite around spheroidal graphite

suggest that a zone of austenite around graphite was likely

depleted of carbon during quenching, possibly explaining

the low measured concentrations. The measured carbon

concentration near graphite varied by as much as 0.3 wt%,

with the lowest concentrations consistently found in the

central region of compacted graphite–austenite eutectic

cells. Regardless of whether these differences were present

prior to quenching or are consequences thereof, they seem

to reflect either departures from, or displacements of, the

carbon concentration in austenite at equilibrium with

graphite. This indicates that there is something about

growth of graphite embedded in austenite which is not well

understood. Concentrations of Si, Mn and Cu are near

equal in the compared regions and do not explain the

observed differences in carbon content near graphite.

Keywords: cast iron, solidification, carbon, austenite,
electron probe microanalysis, wavelength-dispersive

spectroscopy

Introduction

Spheroidal graphite iron (SGI), also known as ductile iron,

owes its strength and ductility to the rounded morphology

of graphite particles in the material. Spheroidal graphite

(SG) is also typically found in compacted graphite iron

(CGI), where the relative amount of SG and compacted

graphite (CG) has strong influence on material properties.

Computer simulation of casting processes has become an

important tool for product designers and foundry engineers

to anticipate manufacturing problems at an early stage of

product development. As SG is the characteristic solidifi-

cation unit defining SGI and also in CGI, its growth is

essential in order to simulate the casting process and pre-

dict local microstructure and properties for a component of

these materials.

Research has shown that SG may nucleate independent of

austenite (c) in the melt on nonmetallic particles which are

typically found at their center.1–6 SG may grow separate

from c for a period even when c is the primary solid phase.

However, at a relatively early stage, c and graphite begin to

interact. The c grows around the SG particles, forming a

barrier which separates them from the melt.7,8

Based on the assumption that the radius of a SG particle

grows as fast as allowed by the diffusion of carbon to its

interface, growth laws were proposed for SG in liquid as

well as in a shell of c.7 The diffusion process was assumed

to occur under quasi-steady state, that is, changes toThis paper is an invited submission to IJMC selected from presen-

tations at the 2nd Carl Loper 2019 Cast Iron Symposium held

September 30 to October 1, 2019, in Bilbao, Spain.
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boundary conditions were assumed to be slow relative to

the time it takes to reach steady state.

Since then, various improvements have been made to this

model,9–15 such as accounting for the diffusion of carbon in

the liquid and interaction with growth of dendritic c and

neighboring spheroids.

Most models presume that the carbon concentrations at the

interfaces between c, graphite and liquid are in local

equilibrium and can be extracted from an equilibrium

phase diagram. Some authors have attempted to investigate

the importance of interface curvature and attachment

kinetics at the graphite interface.16 Based on comparison of

simulated and experimental cooling curves and size dis-

tributions of SG, researchers have concluded that, regard-

less of whether SG grows in liquid or a shell of c, interface

kinetics are important for its growth up to a radius of about

1.5 lm. For greater radii, the authors concluded that

growth becomes increasingly controlled by volume

diffusion.

The present article seeks to challenge the conventional

understanding of the solidification process of CGI by

studying the distribution of carbon in c during the mate-

rial’s solidification. A cast iron was allowed to solidify to a

certain extent at moderate cooling conditions, after which it

was quenched in water, such as to preserve the distribution

of carbon down to room temperature. The distribution of

carbon was then studied over a cross section of the material

using electron probe microanalysis. The migration of car-

bon during the quenching process is estimated using

numerical and analytical methods to evaluate how well the

distribution of carbon was preserved through the quenching

process.

Experimental

Cylindrical samples of 400 g were machined from a ductile

iron of composition according to Table 1. These samples

were placed in Ø40-mm alumina crucibles and subse-

quently remelted and solidified in a laboratory furnace

under argon atmosphere as has been described in detail in

earlier work.17,18 During the remelting procedure, the melt

was held for 60 min at around 1450 �C. After the holding

time, the furnace was turned off and the sample inside

began to cool and eventually solidify. Due to fading of the

melt treatment during the remelting procedure, the material

solidifies as a CGI.

In a preliminary set of experiments, cooling curves were

recorded using S-type thermocouples protected with quartz

glass tubes. The hot junctions of the thermocouples were

positioned at a height of 20 mm over the bottom of the

crucibles corresponding to roughly half the height of the

liquid metal, one near the center line of the cylinder and

one resting against the crucible wall. The temperature

recordings shown in Figure 1 indicated that cooling con-

ditions were such that the solidification time was around

10 min.

After the preliminary experiments, the remelting procedure

was repeated with new SGI samples machined from the

same casting, this time without the presence of thermo-

couples. Instead, the stable eutectic solidification was

interrupted by quenching the solidifying material in water,

forcing residual liquid to solidify as the metastable c-ce-

mentite eutectic in the form of a fine microstructure called

ledeburite. The quenching was performed by removing the

bottom lid from the furnace, allowing the alumina crucible

along with its content to drop into a large bath of water,

agitated by a strong water pump.

After the quenching, the cylinders were cut in half using

wet abrasive cutting, exposing a circular cross section of

the material. The bottom half was hot mounted, ground and

polished. Grinding was performed by hand using silica

paper on a rotating disk down to a grit of 2000 FEPA-P.

The polishing was performed in an automated device, first

on a satin woven cloth using a 3-lm diamond suspension,

Table 1. Chemical Composition in Weight Percent Mea-
sured Using Optical Emission Spectroscopy. CE =

C1(Si 1 P)/3

CE C Si Mn P S Cu Sn Mg

4.22 3.74 1.88 0.64 0.004 0.012 0.80 0.14 0.06
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Figure 1. Cooling curves recorded during preliminary
experiments. Solid curves were measured near the
center of the casting. Dashed curves were measured
near the surface. Circles and crosses denoted (a) and
(c) indicate the time by which specimens were quenched
during later experiments.
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followed by polishing on napped cloth using a 1-lm dia-

mond suspension. A brief third polishing step on napped

cloth and 1-lm diamond suspension at low pressure was

applied to achieve a slight etching effect to facilitate dif-

ferentiation of phases during light microscopy.19

On each cross section, two 600 9 600 lm regions were

selected for investigation using EPMA, one near the edge

and another near the center of the cross section, both

containing spheroidal and CG. The regions were marked

using Vickers hardness indentations in an L-shaped pattern

which could be easily distinguished from the surrounding

structure. A final polishing step was applied to remove the

lightly etched layer of the structure. The mounting was

then removed, and the specimens were cleaned thoroughly

in ultrasonic baths of gasoline, ethanol, acetone and finally

distilled water to remove residual hydrocarbons from the

polished surface.

To investigate the composition over the selected regions of

the cross section, a modified ARL-SEMQ microprobe was

used. The instrument has been extensively modified for

specialization in rapid quantitative mapping of chemical

composition over large regions.20 The probe operates at an

acceleration voltage of 25 kV and a sample current of 6

lA. Quantitative measurement of the concentration of six

elements is achieved using six wavelength-dispersive

spectrometers (WDS).

The motorized stage moves the specimen under the sta-

tionary electron beam, in a row-by-row zigzag pattern

across the intended region, with a row spacing of 2 lm.

Every 2 lm, the X-ray counts are stored and the counters

are reset. The focal beam diameter is 0.8 lm, and the depth

of the interaction zone is about 1 lm. In this way, every

stored X-ray count is approximately representative of a 2x2

lm region which from here on is referred to as a ‘‘pixel.’’

Overlap of pixels is not expected past their nearest

neighbors.

Calibration was performed using eight iron-based certified

reference standards. Concentration ranges are listed in

Table 2. The probe was set up to scan a 2 9 2 mm area of

the reference standards. Each element was first calibrated

using the standard with the highest concentration, making

sure the X-ray detector was not flooded. The detector

measuring Fe was shielded to avoid flooding. The

calibration was validated by making sure measured values

agree with the remaining seven certified reference stan-

dards. No considerable deviation from proportionality

between counts and concentrations was observed.

Results and Discussion

Quantitative measurements of carbon using WDS are

known to be difficult due to hydrocarbon contamination.21

We will for this reason begin by an examination of the

accuracy of the measured carbon concentrations. A pre-

liminary analysis of the concentration maps showed that

there was a systematic drift in the measured carbon content

from the first to the last row. Linear least squares regression

suggested a mean slope of 1.015 9 10-3 wt%/lm. All

carbon maps were for this reason corrected additively for

this slope to eliminate the systematic drift, with the mean

concentration over the maps conserved. While a systematic

bias of the measured concentration may remain, the pro-

cedure makes sure that this bias is fairly uniform over a

given map. Relative comparison of carbon concentrations

measured in different regions of the map should for this

reason be valid, but the accuracy of the absolute concen-

trations remains uncertain.

A useful point of reference for the carbon concentration in

our specimens is the cementite phase found in the regions

which were liquid before quenching. Examples of a par-

ticularly large cementite particle are shown in Figure 2,

which shows a portion of the concentration map from the

periphery of specimen C. A histogram of measurements

over the particle indicates a peak centered on 6.73 wt% C.

Considering that the stoichiometric carbon concentration of

cementite (Fe3C) is 6.69 wt% (atomic weights taken from

Table 2. Ranges of Concentrations in Reference Mate-
rials Used for Calibration

[wt%] Fe C Si Mn Cu P

Min 92.5 0.006 0.008 0.0057 0.0058 0.0025

Max 99.9 2.95 2.81 1.50 1.39 0.66
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Figure 2. Portion of carbon concentration map obtained
using EPMA, showing a large cementite particle.
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Reference 22), the corrected carbon concentrations seem to

be reasonably accurate in this concentration range, with an

estimated bias of ? 0.04 wt%, despite the measured con-

centration exceeding the calibration range.

The concentration of carbon in c does not obey a stoi-

chiometric ratio and demands a closer investigation.

The Distribution of Carbon in Austenite

The aim of this section is to highlight the most important

observations and discuss their implications. How

representative the observed distribution of carbon is of its

distribution before quenching and the influence of

microsegregation on equilibrium concentrations of carbon

will be discussed in later sections.

Figures 3 and 4 show concentration maps of carbon, where

the color scale has been adjusted to capture the range of

carbon concentrations found in regions which were c prior

to quenching (prior c). SG and CG can be observed,

embedded in the prior c. Ledeburite regions, which were

liquid prior to quenching, generally overshoot the color

scale and are hence shown as white, as does graphite.
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Figure 3. Carbon concentration maps measured using EPMA. Locations of maps (a) and (b) are from the center
and periphery, respectively, of the cross section of specimen A (see Figure 1). SG: spheroidal graphite. CG:
compacted graphite.
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Figure 4. Carbon concentration maps measured using EPMA. Locations of maps (a) and (b) are from the center
and periphery, respectively, of the cross section of specimen C (see Figure 1). SG: spheroidal graphite. CG:
compacted graphite.
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The highest carbon concentrations in prior c are generally

measured near the liquid, while lower concentrations are

generally found near graphite. This is reasonable, consid-

ering that the carbon concentration of c in equilibrium with

liquid C
c=L
C rises above the concentration in equilibrium

with graphite C
c=G
C at undercooling below the eutectic

temperature, as illustrated using a binary Fe–C phase

equilibrium diagram in Figure 5.

The carbon concentrations of c are naturally lower than

indicated in Figure 5 for our present multi-component

alloy containing 1.88 wt% Si. For reference, the carbon

concentration in c at equilibrium with liquid C
c=L
C is

1.85 wt% at 1140 �C according to the expression

C
c=L
C ¼ 1528:4 � Tð Þ=177:9 � 0:18 � CSi,

23 where C
c=L
C

and CSi are concentrations in weight percent and T is the

temperature in Celsius.

The skewed couple zone of cast irons may drive the carbon

concentrations of liquid to exceed the eutectic concentra-

tion, which may in turn impact the carbon concentration in

c in local equilibrium with the liquid.24,25 Partitioning of

carbon between martensite and c during the quenching

procedure may also have caused small zones of carbon

depletion and supersaturation, as will be discussed in a

later section of this paper.

We will now direct our attention toward the concentration

of carbon in c near graphite. Assuming uniform tempera-

ture, pressure and distribution of substitutional elements

over the c, C
c=G
C is expected to also be uniform. On the

contrary, Figures 3 and 4 indicate that the concentration of

carbon in c near graphite varies considerably. The lowest

concentrations of carbon, around 1.0 wt%, are consistently

found in c in the interior of CG-c eutectic cells, which can

be observed as black and dark blue regions in Figures 3

and 4. Meanwhile, the measured carbon concentrations

barely fall below 1.3 wt% near SG nor near the extremities

of CG in the periphery of CG-c cells.

The carbon concentration of c in contact with graphite is by

necessity either in local equilibrium or it is not. Hence, the

observed variations in the carbon concentration of c in

contact with graphite likely reflect some combination of (1)

departure from or (2) displacement of the carbon concen-

tration in c at equilibrium with graphite.

A departure from the equilibrium concentration could arise

if the attachment kinetics of carbon to graphite is slow

relative to the transport of carbon toward its surface. Dis-

placement of the carbon concentration in c at equilibrium

with graphite could relate to local stresses or variations in

chemical composition of c due to microsegregation.

Whichever is the case, we must also consider at what stage

the observed distribution of carbon developed. Is it repre-

sentative of the distribution of carbon in c prior to

quenching, or was the distribution altered during the

quenching process?

The potential influences of microsegregation and the

quenching procedure on the observed distribution of carbon

are discussed in the following sections, after which con-

clusions are summarized.

Consideration of Substitutional Elements

In cast irons, the silicon concentration is typically higher

early compared to late crystallized c.26–30 This is due to the

tendency of Si to partition at higher concentrations in c
than liquid during solidification, as well as its low diffu-

sivity in c making it resistant to back-diffusion.31 Since

silicon is known to strongly affect the equilibrium con-

centrations of carbon in c,23 its microsegregation in c is

important to consider when evaluating local carbon

contents.

Figure 6 shows the measured map of Si concentrations

corresponding to the region shown in Figure 4b). A com-

parison of the Si concentration in the low-carbon region in

the interior of the CG-c eutectic cell with the silicon con-

centration near the SG (dashed circles) shows that both

display a color in the yellow range, indicating a silicon

concentration of about 2.3 wt%.

The influence of Mn and Cu on equilibrium concentrations

of carbon in c is considerably weaker than of Si, and their

concentrations were also found to be similar in the two

regions. The concentration of P is very low in the com-

pared regions.
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Figure 5. Illustration of the divergence of carbon con-
centrations in austenite at equilibrium with graphite C

c=G
C

and liquid C
c=L
C at undercooling DTE below eutectic

temperature, for a binary Fe–C equilibrium phase
diagram.
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As the composition of c near SG and in the central region

of CG-c eutectic cells seems to be essentially the same

aside from carbon, no displacement of the concentration of

carbon at equilibrium with graphite can be expected on the

basis of microsegregation. We can conclude that the

observed differences in carbon concentration appear to

have no relation to microsegregation of Si, Mn and Cu,

which are the main substitutional alloying elements in the

alloy.

Migration of Carbon During Quenching

There is a risk that the observed distribution of carbon

differs from the distribution during solidification due to

migration during the water quenching. To investigate how

the quenching process influenced the distribution of car-

bon, a numerical simulation of the diffusion of carbon in c
around SG was performed. The simulation employed a

control volume-based implicit finite difference method

based on Fick’s law of diffusion for one dimension in a

spherical coordinate system, essentially the same as

described for heat conduction but for chemical rather than

thermal diffusivity.32 The concentration- and temperature-

dependent diffusivity was updated explicitly every time

step according to an equation by Ågren.33 The contribution

of concentration gradients of substitutional elements to the

driving force for diffusion of carbon, i.e., thermodynamic

factors, is neglected.34 This is fair as these gradients are

small in early crystallized c.

The simulation was performed in two steps: (1) an

isothermal hold at 1140 �C for 60 s, allowing the concen-

tration profile to reach steady state, and (2) a global tem-

perature drop at a constant rate of -300 K/s, representing

the quenching. The cooling rate during the quenching is

uncertain, but experience from conducting the experiments

suggests that the sound of boiling lasts only for a few

seconds. The chosen cooling rate giving 3.5 s to reach

100 �C is thus reasonable.

As we are mainly interested in the carbon concentration

near graphite, the concentration is kept constant at

1.84 wt% on the exterior boundary against the liquid.

At the interior boundary, against the SG, the consumption

of carbon associated with growth of graphite is represented

by a flux of carbon j, which is assumed to be controlled by

j ¼ �KC wC � w
c=G
C

� �
, where KC is a proportionality con-

stant, wC is the simulated boundary concentration and w
c=G
C

is the carbon concentration in c at equilibrium with gra-

phite. The flux condition was integrated into the implicit

solver for concentrations. The authors were not able to find

an adequate expression for C
c=G
C as a function of T and Si in

the literature. An expression was developed by fitting a

bivariate second-order polynomial to the C
c=G
C surface in

the Fe–C–Si system at atmospheric pressure calculated

using Thermo-Calc 2019a with the TCFE7 databank for the

temperature range 400 to 1200 �C and 0 to 10 wt% Si.

Using the coefficients given in Table 3, the expression (1)

provides C
c=G
C within a standard deviation of 4 9 10-4

wt% from the Thermo-Calc results. The carbon concen-

tration in c at equilibrium with graphite C
c=G
C and the

average silicon concentration of the system CL
Si are given in

weight percent, and the temperature T is given in �C.

C
c=G
C ¼ a1 þ a2C

c
Si þ a3 C

c
Si

� �2

þ a4 þ a5C
c
Si þ a6 C

c
Si

� �2
� �

T

þ a7 þ a8C
c
Si þ a9 C

c
Si

� �2
� �

T2

Eqn: 1

The value of KC is unknown; however, it has been

suggested that, just like diffusivity, interface mobility has

an Arrhenius type relationship to temperature.35 A clue can

be derived from the fact that, under conventional cooling

conditions, precipitation of graphite is known to continue

by desaturation of c as C
c=G
C drops with temperature.36,37

Further precipitation of graphite also occurs at lower

temperatures when c transforms to ferrite.36,38 This

indicates that interface kinetics are still considerable at
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Figure 6. Silicon concentration map measured using
EPMA of a region in the periphery of specimen C,
corresponding to Figure 4b. Dashed circles indicate
compared regions.

Table 3. Fitted Coefficients for Eqn. 1

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 a7 a8 a9

5.283 9 10-2 4.975
9 10-2

2.580
9 10-4

- 7.698
9 10-4

- 1.375
9 10-4

2.072
9 10-6

2.166
9 10-6

- 5.974
9 10-8

- 1.356
9 10-10
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temperatures well below the freezing temperature. Trial

and error showed that KC ¼ 10�11ms�1wt%�1 was

sufficient to maintain an interface concentration near

C
c=G
C , while KC ¼ 10�12ms�1wt%�1 allowed for

notable departure from C
c=G
C at steady state. For

simplicity, KC is kept constant during the simulation.

Simulation results for KC ¼ 10�11 and KC ¼ 10�12 are

presented in Figures 7 and 8, respectively, in the form of

concentration profiles as a function of distance from the

SG. In the vicinity of the graphite, calculated steady-state

concentration profiles do not fall below the theoretical C
c=G
C

of 1.58 wt%. The measured carbon concentrations near SG

approaching 1.3 wt% are thus considerably lower than

expected for the steady-state concentration profile at

1140 �C.

Despite the relatively rapid cooling, the numerical calcu-

lations suggest that the concentration profile changes sub-

stantially during the quenching process. As temperature

drops, C
c=G
C quickly falls, causing depletion of carbon in the

vicinity of the graphite. Despite the parallel fall of diffu-

sivity (from 3.1 9 10-10 m2/s at 1140 �C, to

6.6 9 10-22 m2/s at 192 �C), carbon migrates enough for

the depleted zone to extend about 20 lm away from the

graphite interface.

According to Figures 7 and 8, the carbon concentration at

the interface tends to catch up with C
c=G
C during quenching,

resulting in carbon concentrations far below the 1.3 wt%

measured around SG. The portion of the profile which is

below 1.3 wt% extends about 3–4 lm which is near the

resolution of the microprobe. In other words, it seems

possible that the lowest concentrations closest to the gra-

phite were not captured accurately with EPMA due to

bleeding of information from the nearby graphite. It is also

important to consider that the choice of KC is probably

unrealistic and is likely in part responsible for the shape of

the calculated concentration profiles after the quench. That

carbon concentration seems to catch up with C
c=G
C near the

graphite during the quench, even when a departure is

observed at steady state (KC ¼ 10�12), is most certainly a

consequence of the fall of diffusivity with temperature

relative to KC which remains constant. In reality, KC likely

drops with temperature along with diffusivity, and it is not

clear whether quenching promotes departure from or con-

vergence toward C
c=G
C .

The considerably higher carbon concentration near SG

compared to the central region of CG-c eutectic cells is

difficult to explain. It may, for example, relate to differ-

ences in the graphite at various scales, such as the local

access to graphite interface, the topology of the graphite

interfaces or its crystallographic structure.

An additional numerical calculation was performed for

KC ¼ 10�11 and a quench rate of -3000 K/s to investigate

to what extent an increase in the quench rate suppresses

migration of carbon. The result shown in Figure 9 indicates

a carbon-depleted zone around SG limited to a distance of

about 7 lm from the graphite interface, leaving more of the

concentration profile representative of its state before

quenching. Such a quench rate may be achieved, for

example, by quenching a smaller piece of metal.

In conclusion, concentrations measured in prior c near

graphite tend to be considerably lower than the theoretical

value for c in equilibrium with graphite at the quenching

temperature of 1140 �C. The numerical calculations indi-

cate that this is likely related to depletion of carbon in a

zone around graphite during quenching. A feasible
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side SG before and after quenching, for KC = 10211 and a
quench rate of 2 300 K/s.
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a quench rate of 2 300 K/s.
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approach to better preserve the distribution of carbon

through the quenching is to increase the quench rate, for

example by reducing the amount of material to quench.

The higher concentrations measured in the vicinity of SG

compared to the central region of CG-c eutectic cells are

difficult to explain.

The Influence of Martensite on the Distribution
of Carbon

The regions which were c prior to quenching display rel-

atively large variations in carbon concentration over dis-

tances of a few pixels. Comparison of the distribution of

carbon to micrographs indicates that these variations relate

to martensite which formed during the water quenching.

Figure 10 shows that streaks of lower carbon concentra-

tions correlate with martensite plates, while no martensite

is visible in carbon-rich regions.

This is an indication that carbon has partitioned from

martensite into the surrounding retained c, as has been

observed for steels.39,40 This means that the distribution of

carbon appears to have changed to an extent after

martensite transformation. That pale regions between dar-

ker needles in dendrite arms correspond to retained c has

been verified previously using EBSD in research work on a

similar quenched material.41

Nital etching was applied to the materials after completion

of the EPMA to better observe the distribution of marten-

site in the material. Unfortunately, the etching failed in the

mapped regions, presumably due to local hydrocarbon

contamination of the surface. However, inspection of the

remainder of the cross-sectional area revealed that the

distribution of martensite followed a similar pattern

regardless of location. The distribution of martensite in the

mapped regions can thus be inferred qualitatively by

extrapolation from successfully etched regions. Figure 11

includes micrographs which are representative this pattern.

Figure 11a shows that prior c which is remote from gra-

phite, such as c dendrite arms, generally displays a larger

area fraction of retained c (pale regions), traversed by a few

thick martensite plates (dark regions).

Moreover, Figure 11b, c shows that regions near CG and

SG particles feature more martensite and smaller area

fractions of retained c.

Given that carbon appears to have partitioned out from the

martensite plates into the surrounding c, there seems to be a

risk that martensite transformation contributed to further

migration of carbon. We will for this reason take a closer

look at how far carbon is likely to have diffused after

martensite formation, using simple diffusion calculations.

We assume that a 4-lm-thick plate of martensite forms in c
with a uniform carbon content 1.5 wt% at the temperature

for start of martensite transformation MS. All carbon in the

martensite plate is assumed to instantaneously migrate to

the interface of the nearby c, after which carbon diffuses

away from the interface into the c at constant diffusivity.

The problem can then be approximated as diffusion along

one dimension from an instantaneous point source. The

evolution of the carbon profile in the c can be approximated

using Eqn. 2:

CC z; tð Þ ¼ C0
C þ Mffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4pDc
Ct

p exp � z2

4D
c
Ct

� �
Eqn: 2

where CC is the concentration of carbon as a function of

space and time, C0
C is the initial uniform mass fraction

carbon in c, z is the distance from the martensite plate in

meters, t is the time after martensite formation, D
c
C is the

constant diffusivity of carbon in c in units of m2/s and M is

the amount of carbon displaced from the martensite plate to

the c-martensite interface.42

Figure 10. A comparison of a micrograph (left) taken
prior to EPMA and the carbon concentration map (right)
for the corresponding region. Colorful regions in the
concentration map correspond to c-dendrites.
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Figure 9. Simulated carbon concentration profile out-
side SG before and after quenching, for KC = 10211 and a
quench rate of 2 3000 K/s.
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Figure 12 shows the temperature for start of martensite

transformation MS according to a number of models. The

predicted MS diverges strongly for carbon concentrations

beyond 0.7 wt% because of the limited calibration range

for the models. To avoid extrapolation and underestimation

of D
c
C, we assume a generous MS of 200 �C, corresponding

to around 0.7 wt%. The carbon concentration of c varies

with time and distance from the martensite. For simplicity,

a constant D
c
C of 8 9 10-16 m2/s is chosen, corresponding

to a carbon content of 5 wt% and 200 �C according to

Ågren.33

Figure 11. Light optical micrographs of microstructure revealed using Nital etching. Martensite can
distinguished as dark needles in (a) a dendrite arm, (b) near CG and (c) near SG.
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Figure 12. Temperature for start of martensite transfor-
mation versus carbon content according to models.
(a) is for Fe–C–1.5Si–1.5Mn steels and43 (b)–(f) are for
mixtures of various steel alloys,44 with an added correc-
tion for Si.45 Input alloying elements are given according
to Table 1.
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The result of the diffusion calculations using Eqn. 2 is

presented in Figure 13. The evolution of the carbon con-

centration profile indicates that considerable diffusion of

carbon in c over distances beyond a few micrometers is

unlikely.

It seems safe to conclude that the martensite transformation

did not contribute considerably to the observed depletion of

carbon in the vicinity of graphite. As is indicated in Fig-

ure 12, the large area fraction of martensite found near

graphite is more likely a consequence of carbon depletion

than a cause of it. Sufficient carbon content of c suppresses

martensite transformation, resulting in retained c.43,46,47

Conclusions

Cross sections of CGI which was quenched during solidi-

fication were investigated using WDS-EPMA, with a focus

on the distribution of carbon in regions which were

austenite prior to quenching.

• After correction for a drift in the measured carbon

concentrations over the concentration maps, the

measured concentration in coarse Fe3C particles

agreed reasonably with the expected stoichiomet-

ric ratio.

• The measured carbon concentration of austenite

was generally higher near the liquid and lower

near graphite. This is in qualitative agreement

with the assumption of local equilibrium at their

interfaces given that the system is undercooled

below the eutectic temperature.

• The measured carbon concentration of austenite

near graphite was considerably lower than the

theoretical concentration for austenite in equilib-

rium with graphite at 1140 �C. Numerical calcu-

lations indicate that this discrepancy is likely

related to depletion of carbon in a zone around

graphite during quenching.

• A numerical calculation indicates that an increase

in the quench rate from -300 K/s to -3000 K/s

reduces the carbon-depleted zone around spher-

oidal graphite from about 20 lm to about 7 lm,

leaving more of the carbon concentration profile

unaffected by the quenching. A feasible approach

to improve on the present experimental conditions

is thus to increase the quench rate, for example, by

quenching smaller material specimens.

• Measurements indicate that carbon migrated after

martensite transformation. However, diffusion

calculations suggest that this migration was lim-

ited to distances of a few micrometers and is

unlikely to have contributed to the observed

carbon-depleted zones around graphite.

• The measured carbon concentration of austenite

near graphite was consistently lower in the central

region of compacted graphite–austenite eutectic

cells compared to near spheroidal graphite, by up

to 0.3 wt%. The source of these differences is

unclear, but it seems reasonable that it reflects

either a departure from or a displacement of the

equilibrium concentration. It is not clear whether

the differences were present prior to quenching.

The differences were found to not be related to

microsegregation of Si, Mn or Cu, since these

concentrations are near equal in the compared

regions.
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